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Abstract Small populations are vulnerable to the consequences of breeding within closed groups as the loss of
genetic variability can lead to inbreeding depression. Here,
we use microsatellite genotypes to assess variability and
parentage within a small, managed population of southern
white rhinoceros in northern Namibia. Tissue samples
gathered from either a modified biopsy darting technique or
ear notches allowed us to obtain genotypic data for all
individuals in the population. As expected for this species,
genetic variability in the population was relatively low
(overall Hobs 0.45). In combination with detailed management records for the period 1993–2009, we were able to
assign both parents for all 23 offspring. Only one calf of
seven in the F2 generation arose from father–daughter

inbreeding within the population. Our analysis revealed
that paternity was initially dominated by a single founder
bull siring 10 of 13 calves over 9 years; paradoxically, the
other founder bull was selected for removal based on
observations suggesting he was behaviourally dominant
and therefore the likely sire of most calves. We also found
that young introduced bulls were breeding successfully
within 6 months of their arrival, well before having
established their home ranges. We argue that in order to
optimally manage and conserve the southern African white
rhinoceros meta-population it is essential to have accurate
pedigree information and genetic data for all individuals in
the numerous small populations that are key to the survival
of the species.
Keywords Microsatellites  Tissue biopsy  Biopsy dart
method  Inbreeding  Ceratotherium simum simum
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Introduction
Having literally been brought back from the brink of
extinction nearly a century ago, the recovery of the
southern white rhinoceros, Ceratotherium simum simum, is
one of the great success stories of modern wildlife conservation. In the late 1880s as few as 50–100 animals
survived in the iMfolozi River valley of the Kwazulu-Natal
region of South Africa (Emslie and Brooks 1999; Skinner
and Chimimba 2005). Today, thanks to intensive protection
and conservation efforts, there are over 17,500 animals in
southern and east Africa (Milliken et al. 2009) and the
species has been re-classified as Near Threatened in the
IUCN Red List of Threatened Animals. Throughout their
current distribution, most populations of white rhinoceros
are managed as small isolated groups and maintaining
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genetic diversity in these populations is a key concern of
conservation biologists (Emslie and Brooks 1999; Frankham et al. 2002; Heller et al. 2010). As genetic diversity is
an essential component for adaptive evolution, its loss via
genetic drift and/or selection decreases the probability of
any population persisting through time (Frankham 2005).
Small populations are particularly susceptible to the loss of
diversity via enhanced genetic drift as well as potential
inbreeding; in turn this increases the risk of further losses
of both adaptive and neutral genetic diversity (Frankham
et al. 2002; Spielman et al. 2004). At the individual level,
loss of genetic diversity via inbreeding is conclusively
linked to reduced reproductive fitness; mating between
related individuals or individuals with similar genetic
background leads to short-term inbreeding depression in
virtually all species studied thus far, both in captivity and
in the wild (cf. Keller and Waller 2002; Charlesworth and
Willis 2009). Minimizing founder effects, inbreeding
and further loss of genetic diversity in isolated populations, and in particular those descended from small
founder numbers, is a major challenge for conservation
managers. Moreover, a number of recent studies highlight
the central role of drift in isolated large mammal populations (Haag et al. 2010; Heller et al. 2010); in species
where dispersal is no longer possible and the effective
population size is minimal, management informed by the
breeding structure of each population is critical.
Founded in 1993, the population of southern white rhinoceros (hereafter referred to as white rhinoceros) described in this study is now producing second-generation
calves, providing an ideal study group to assess the value of
breeding structure data in the management of small populations. Traditionally, populations of white rhinoceros have
been managed by controlling the sex ratio of adult individuals (maintaining a limited number of males in the
population) and employing an exchange (or sales) programme for dominant breeding males (du P. Bothma
2002). Mating success and identification of breeding bulls
is commonly determined from behavioural observations
and monitoring of the population in the field. Molecular
analysis of parentage in an increasing number of species
has, however, revealed that the observed social mating
system in natural populations is not always supported by
genetic parentage assignment; across a wide range of
species genetic data indicates that the apparent ‘dominant’
male is not always the father (cf. Avise et al. 2002;
Westneat and Stewart 2003). In white rhinoceros, fieldbased studies suggest that sexually receptive females
associate primarily with dominant territorial males (Rachlow et al. 1999). However females have overlapping home
ranges that can include the territories of a number of
mature males, potentially leading to numerous mating
opportunities (Owen-Smith 1988; Rachlow et al. 1999).
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Observations of white rhinoceros matings are very rare
(Owen-Smith 1977) and whilst the dominant male will
attempt to keep and cover oestrous females in his range, he
is not always successful (Owen-Smith 1988).
In this study we use microsatellite genotypes together
with current and historic field observations collected at
Ongava Game Reserve, Namibia to determine the genetic
mating system and create an accurate pedigree for this
population of white rhinoceros. Our initial pedigree analysis clearly showed that most parentage relationships could
not be resolved using observational data alone. For paternity, only the period during which bulls might be responsible for siring offspring could be determined from
behavioural observations. Furthermore, since calves typically disperse from their mothers before they are individually marked, maternity cannot always be assigned with
confidence from observations alone. As a result, molecular
data were generated to evaluate both maternal and paternal
parentage. DNA microsatellites are the marker of choice
for population studies such as this (Bruford and Wayne
1993; Frankham et al. 2002; Jones and Ardren 2003) and
have been successfully employed to investigate a range of
questions in natural populations including parentage queries, mating systems (social vs. ‘genetic’), inbreeding,
relatedness and reproductive skew (Swart and Ferguson
1997; Alderson et al. 1999; Banks et al. 2003; Piggot and
Taylor 2003; Bishop et al. 2004; Hampton et al. 2004;
Lorenzen and Siegismund 2004; but see Dakin and Avise
2004). Using data from 11 microsatellite loci together with
behavioural observations for 31 individuals, we have been
able to construct an accurate pedigree for all the animals in
the Ongava population. Using this pedigree we assess the
value of this approach in understanding the current structure of the population, and its potential application in the
management of white rhinoceros.

Materials and methods
Study site and population
The habitat on the Ongava Game Reserve is Karstveld,
with vegetation dominated by Colophospermum mopane
shrub and woodland. A ridge of dolomite hills with Terminalia and Acacia tree species provides some differentiation of habitat (Berry and Loutit 2002). The region
receives an average annual rainfall of 380 mm which feeds
a number of natural dams on the reserve, although most of
these only contain water during the rainy season (Jan–
Mar). Most of the water sources are artificial waterholes,
which are opened in rotation to encourage grazing and
browsing across the reserve. The population of white rhinoceros in this study was founded in 1993 with six adult
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individuals (two males and four females); by 2009, the
founders plus a further two young adult bulls (introduced in
2002) together with their offspring, had produced a total of
41 calves.
The reserve is 300 km2 in size and patrolled throughout the year by resident Anti-Poaching Units (APU) to
track and monitor the rhinoceros. All sightings are
recorded with associated GPS coordinates and images.
Additional data from observations made by researchers
and other members of staff on the reserve are also
recorded. All other information regarding the population,
such as births, deaths, disease, translocation, sales, etc. is
documented by the reserve management. Management’s
historic records were used to create individual rhinoceros
profiles.
Tissue sample collection
Tissue samples were collected as ear notches from individual rhinoceros for the period 2005–2009. Ear notches
are taken during annual ear-marking and micro-chipping
procedures used for individual identification; a total of 14
ear notch samples were collected and stored in 90% ethanol
at 4°C. A further 18 samples were collected using biopsy
darts from 2007 to 2008. In four cases we were able to
obtain a biopsy sample from a calf while it was still with its
mother (i.e. before dispersal) and then also later obtain an
ear tissue sample for this animal during the annual marking
procedure. Biopsy darting was only used for animals where
ear notch tissues were unavailable. We explored a number
of methods to obtain biopsy samples in the least invasive
manner, and developed a modified method for biopsy
darting rhinoceros using a CO2—powered Dan-inject rifle
(model JM Special). Biopsies were collected using ethanolsterilized (99% ethanol) 20 mm biopsy needles attached to
3 ml darts. A dental barb (Maillefer 21 mm barbed nerve
broach) was inserted into each biopsy needle to reduce the
chance of biopsy darts dropping off the animal without
removing a core of tissue. Rhinoceros were darted from a
distance of 10–25 m. Animals were darted either in the
front or hind legs only, as the flexible skin in these positions allows the dart to fall out as soon as the limb is
moved. The dart was only retrieved from the ground once
the individual had moved off of its own accord. The biopsy
needles were placed in sterile collection tubes containing
90% ethanol. In the laboratory biopsy samples were
removed from the needle and barb and stored in 90%
ethanol at 4°C.
One of the original founder males had been sold from
the reserve in 2004; this individual was subsequently shot
and prepared as a trophy. We were able to source a small
piece of chemically preserved skin from the trophy which
was stored at room temperature until use.
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DNA extraction and microsatellite genotyping
DNA extractions from ear notch and biopsy tissue samples
were carried out at the Ongava on-site laboratory while the
trophy mount sample was processed at the Life Technologies Conservation Genetics Laboratory of the Cheetah
Conservation Fund (CCF), Namibia. DNA from ear notch
and biopsy tissue samples was extracted using a DNeasy
Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol
for animal tissues and stored at 4°C. DNA from the trophy
mount sample was extracted using the DNeasy Tissue Kit
(Qiagen) but with several modifications to the protocol
including additional wash steps to eliminate excess salts
from the trophy preparation process, concentration of the
eluate and a combination of multiple extractions to maximize the amount and concentration of DNA (see Online
Resource S1 for details). DNA quality was checked on
1.5% agarose gels and visualised under UV with ethidium
bromide. Samples were also checked for their concentration using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and these concentrations informed the amounts of
template used in PCR (10–50 ng). DNA concentrations
from the trophy sample were tested using a Beckman DU
650 spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter).
Individuals were genotyped at 11 microsatellite loci
developed in a number of rhinoceros species (Table 1, see
Online Resource S3 for full specification). Loci were
selected based on data from Coutts (2009) and included 7B
and 7C (Florescu et al. 2003), WR1 and WR2 (reported in
Nielsen et al. 2008, redesigned from loci reported in Florescu et al. 2003), BR6 (Cunningham et al. 1999), DB1,
DB44 and DB49 (Brown and Houlden 1999) and Rh7, Rh8
and Rh9 (Zschokke et al. 2003). PCR conditions followed
Coutts (2009) and Menotti-Raymond et al. (2005) and
cycle conditions were adapted where needed (see Online
Resource S2 for details). Microsatellite amplification and
genotyping was carried out at the University of Cape Town
(UCT) and CCF. To standardize the genotyping calls and
determine the intrinsic genotyping error rate across the data
set, PCR amplification and analysis was repeated for a
random sub-sample of individuals in both laboratories.
Analysis
The presence of null alleles, stutter errors or short allele
dominance was determined using the program MICROCHECKER version 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al. 2004).
Observed and expected heterozygosity, together with the
polymorphic information content (PIC) and tests for deviation from Hardy–Weinberg expectations were calculated
using Cervus 3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 2007).
We investigated individual parentage using a manual
assignment approach based on exclusion criteria together
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Table 1 Summary statistics for
the microsatellite loci used in
this study

k number of Alleles, N sample
count, Hobs observed
heterozygosity, Hexp expected
heterozygosity under Hardy–
Weinberg (H–W) equilibrium,
PIC polymorphic Information
Content, F(Null) the F score for
the null hypothesis that the
locus is in H–W equilibrium
a

Locus Rh8 deviates
significantly from H–W

Conserv Genet (2012) 13:811–822

Locus

k

N

HObs

HExp

PIC

7B (FAM)

3

34

0.53

0.54

0.47

0.01

7C (HEX)

3

29

0.59

0.53

0.43

-0.05

BR6 (HEX)

4

35

0.54

0.55

0.47

0.01

DB1 (FAM)

2

35

0.43

0.34

0.28

-0.12

DB44 (FAM)

2

35

0.40

0.33

0.27

-0.11

DB49 (FAM)

3

34

0.50

0.47

0.41

-0.05

Rh7 (M13)

2

35

0.20

0.23

0.20

0.06

Rh8 (M13)a

3

35

0.17

0.38

0.35

0.37

Rh9 (M13)

3

35

0.57

0.47

0.37

-0.11

WR1 (FAM)

3

35

0.69

0.61

0.53

-0.07

WR2 (HEX)

2

34

0.47

0.50

0.37

0.02

with computational assignments calculated within a likelihood framework. For the manual assignments, at each locus
the genotype profile of an offspring was compared to the
genotype profile of all possible adult males and females. We
used strict exclusion criteria to eliminate non-matching
parents. Results representing all possible parent-offspring
combinations were recorded. We then refined the process by
constraining the numbers of candidate parents based on the
information derived from our historic records database; this
included date of birth for each animal, sex of individuals,
tenure times on the reserve (for bulls) and groups of calves
that were all born in the same year (See Online Resource S5
for details). The results from this analysis were recorded as
the set of possible parent pairs for each offspring. Because of
the low levels of genetic variation observed in this species,
we excluded possible parent pairs based on genotype mismatches at one or more loci. To explore the possibility that
we erroneously excluded candidate parents due to incorrect
genotypes at a particular locus, we analysed the distribution
of mismatches across the loci used in this study to assess
whether any one particular locus accounted for a disproportionate number of single locus mismatches (See Online
Resource S6 for a detailed analysis).
We also used two independent computational methods
to determine parentage in our data set, Cervus 3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 2007) and Colony 2.0.1.3 (Jones and Wang
2010); both programs implement likelihood methods to
determine parentage using multi-locus genotype data.
Through simulation, Cervus generates criteria for parentage assignment at a given level of confidence for all
offspring analysed. As for the manual analysis, initially we
allowed Cervus to select candidate parents from all males
and all females. Subsequently the number of candidate
parents was constrained using our historic records. When
running simulations the following parameters were used:
100,000 offspring, 1% mistyped loci and 96.9% typed loci
(determined by Cervus from our data set). In all simulations
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F(Null)

100% of candidate mothers and fathers were represented
in the data set. Confidence was calculated using LOD
(Likelihood-of-Difference) scores at both 95% (strict) and
80% (relaxed) confidence levels. Each analysis required a
minimum of six genotyped loci and possible parent pairs
were ranked based on their joint LOD score. Because relatively small sample sizes together with a large number of
highly related individuals can significantly bias parentage
assignment, we tested whether the use of our samples as the
reference population influenced parentage assignment in
Cervus. To do this we repeated the analysis using genotype
data from a sub-set (n = 49) of individuals sampled from the
Hluhluwe–Imfolozi Game Reserve, SA as the reference
population (Coutts et al. unpublished data).
Colony 2.0.1.3 (Jones and Wang 2010) was also used to
determine parentage for each calf in our data set. As in
Cervus we first ran the analysis with unconstrained parents
and then excluded mothers and fathers based on historic
records and our pedigree data. We implemented the fulllikelihood method and a polygamous mating system
without inbreeding; in the final analysis we used medium
precision and medium run lengths, as tests with higher
precision and longer runs did not make a significant difference to the assignments. We also tested a number of
genotyping error rates (0.001, 0.01) for type I and II errors
and found that, as expected, with higher error rates
assignment probabilities were reduced; nonetheless, we did
not see a difference in assignment order. In the final
analysis we used an error rate of 0.001. Because we have a
closed data set i.e. all individuals were sampled, we set the
probability that both the father and the mother were
amongst the candidate male and female parents to one.
Unlike Cervus, colony asks for an exclusion list of candidate parents. For the constrained runs, each offspring was
therefore given a list of individuals that could be neither
the father nor the mother. We also replicated the date-ofbirth refinement process by sequentially removing mothers
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who had been unambiguously assigned based on the dateof-birth of their calves.
The ability to differentiate between candidate parents is
strongly influenced by levels of genetic variation. Because
we had a number of known mother/calf combinations
(n = 5) we also tested the intrinsic power of the data set to
differentiate between these true mothers and other female
candidates by calculating how often the three parentage
assignment methods used identified the true mother as the
most-likely candidate. Finally, to explore the degree to
which individual genetic similarity may influence parentage and possibly male mating success among Ongava
rhinoceros we calculated the shared allele distance ds
(Chakraborty and Jin 1993) between all individuals in the
population. Where relevant, results are reported as
Mean ± Standard error.

Results
Microsatellite genotyping
The combination of materials from ear notches, biopsy
samples, and the trophy mount gave a total of 35 samples
(including four duplicates). These represented all rhinoceros aged at least 2 years on Ongava at the end of 2009,
plus three recently deceased animals, as well as animals
sold during 2004–2009. The final genotype data set consisted of 376 genotypes (35 samples for 31 individuals
across 11 microsatellite loci). For the trophy sample, two of
the loci showed evidence of allelic drop out, and four PCR
repeats were required in order to obtain the complete
genotype. For the total dataset, nine genotypes were
missing (2.3%). Of the 35 samples, 29 (83%) produced a
genotype at every locus and with exception of the trophy
sample no one sample had more than one missing genotype
(See Online Resource S4 for further details of error rates).
The data set contained genotypes from five calves that
were sampled via biopsy dart when with their mothers in
2006 and 2007—hence the identity of the mother of these
calves is known. In 2007 a total of eight calves dispersed;
ear notch tissue samples were obtained from all of these.
One of the five calves (Zac) with known mother (Sharon)
did not disperse. The genotype profiles of the other four
darted individuals could be perfectly matched within the
set of eight calves.
The summary statistics for the microsatellite loci used in
this study are shown in Table 1. For three samples we
found that none of the genotypes for candidate fathers
matched the genotype of the offspring. In particular these
mismatches occurred at locus Rh8. None of these genotypes changed after repeated amplification and analysis,
and a high number of homozygous genotypes was noted.
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This is compatible with the presence of a null allele at this
locus, which was confirmed by MICROCHECKER and
Cervus.
Parentage assignment
In order to explore the range of solutions for different
assumptions, we performed parentage analysis for the 23
offspring using both manual and software techniques under
unconstrained (all possible parents) as well as constrained
(sets of candidate parents specified according to historic
records, including calving dates) conditions. We also
repeated the analysis excluding locus Rh8 due to a suspected null allele. For all constrained manual assignments
the trophy sample was not excluded from any potential
assignments based on a homozygous genotype, because of
the increased possibility of allelic drop out for this sample.
Despite the generally low levels of allelic diversity at all
loci genotyped (Table 1), in 16 of 23 cases it was possible
to uniquely assign parentage to one set of parents using
manual assignment methods. For five of the 23 cases there
were two possible candidate parent pairs, and for the
remaining two cases there were three possible candidate
parent pairs. Adding pedigree constraints significantly
reduced the number of possible parent pair combinations.
Unconstrained assignments based on the likelihood
approach used in Cervus resulted in only five parent pair
combinations that were possible given the pedigree information for the population. Once the number of candidate
parents had been constrained according to the pedigree, 18
of the 23 ‘most-likely’ Cervus parent pairs were assigned at
the 95% confidence level. For the remaining offspring, four
individuals were assigned parent pairs at the 80% confidence level and in only one instance was the parent pair
assignment not statistically significant. In the latter case,
the mother could be assigned with high confidence, but
Cervus could not discriminate between two possible candidate fathers. When the Cervus analysis was run using a
different reference population from Hluhluwe–Imfolozi,
the top ranked pairs assigned were identical to those
assigned when using the Ongava sample set as the reference population.
Similarly to Cervus, in the unconstrained case, Colony
assigned parents that were not possible given the pedigree
information for the population. Once the candidate parent
pairs were constrained by pedigree, Colony assigned
exactly the same fathers as Cervus for all offspring (i.e. the
statistically most-likely father was the same for both software analyses). In 3 of 23 cases, the top-ranked mother
assigned by Colony did not agree with that assigned by
Cervus, but in all three cases that assignment was included
in the possible parent pair combination derived from the
manual analysis.
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A comparison between the different modes of parentage
assignments showed that in all instances where there was
an unambiguous manual assignment (i.e. only one parent
pair possible), both the Cervus and Colony ‘most-likely’
assignments were the same parent pair. For the remaining
seven manual assignments, both the Cervus and the Colony
‘most-likely’ assignments based on a pedigree-constrained
dataset were always one of the manual assignment possibilities (see Table 2 for a summary of parentage assignment for each of the analysis methods).
We analysed further the five offspring with known
mothers. When allowed to consider all candidate mothers,
the manual assignment always included the known mother
in the set of candidates. Under similar assumptions, Cervus
chose the true mother as the most-likely mother in four of
five cases, with the true mother ranked second in the other
case. Colony also ranked the true mother as the most-likely
mother in four of five cases, also ranking the true mother
second in a fifth case (different from the case in Cervus).
We explored the potential problem of ‘false’ parent pair
exclusions due to genotype mismatches arising from
genotyping errors. In summary, relatively few parent pair
exclusions occurred as the result of single locus mismatches (13%) while approximately three-quarters (77.4%)
of candidate parent pairs were excluded based on genotype
mismatches at more than one locus. For those parent pairs
excluded based on single locus mismatches a difference in
the distribution of mismatches over the 11 loci was
observed, however in the context of the low error rate in
the full study this is unlikely to have led to a significant
number of erroneous exclusions (see Online Resource S6
for further details).
The complete set of parentage assignments allowed us to
resolve the ambiguities in the pedigree data and fully define
the four founder matrilines (see Fig. 1).
Pairwise genetic distance estimates and parentage
assignment
Adult breeding males were, on average, as genetically
similar to each other as they were to the females with which
they sired offspring (mean pairwise male ds = 0.40 ±
SE = 0.01; mean parental pair ds = 0.43 ± 0.02). The
most successful male, Derek (13 successful sires in the study
period), was on average as genetically similar to females
with which he successfully sired calves (ds = 0.42 ± 0.02;
range 0.22–0.50) as compared to Tony (ds = 0.40 ± 0.03;
range 0.31–0.50) or Jeff (ds = 0.48 ± 0.06; range
0.36–0.50), suggesting that male mating success at Ongava
is not influenced by genetic similarity among mated pairs.
The mean shared allele distance among founder breeding
females was ds = 0.42 ± 0.02. These results together suggest that assignments to potential sires are not biased to a
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particular candidate father by chance genetic similarity
among individuals. Indeed, the mean overall pairwise ds
(0.37 ± 0.004) at Ongava was similar to that for our alternative reference population sample (Hluhluwe–Imfolozi
ds = 0.401 ± 0.01; n = 49) derived from the original
source and largest population of southern white rhinoceros
in southern Africa.
Levels of inbreeding
Reviewing the composition of the population by generation
shows an F0:F1:F2 structure of 4:16:7 (excluding the four
breeding males). The descriptive statistics for all loci
grouped by generation are given in Table 3. The mean
heterozygosity across all 31 individuals, Hpop, is 0.447, and
the PIC is 0.357. To assess whether the population shows
signs of progressive inbreeding at the genetic level, we
calculated heterozygosity H, across all loci for each generation in Cervus (See Table 3). We then estimated the
effective inbreeding coefficient, Fe, for the F2 generation for
expected values of H, giving Fe,F2 = 1 - (H2/H0) = 0.157
(Frankham et al. 2002).
All offspring males are removed from the population
before they have the opportunity to become candidate
fathers, and no F2 female produced calves within the time
period of this study. Instances of inbreeding in this white
rhinoceros population are therefore restricted to F1 females
producing an F2 offspring with their father. Examination of
Fig. 1 shows that father–daughter inbreeding has occurred
only once—Anne’s father is founder bull Derek, and he is
also the father of her calf, #22. All other six F2 offspring
have different fathers and grandfathers. Thus from the
parentage assignment data this population has one of seven
possible calves that is the result of inbreeding.

Discussion
To our knowledge this is the first study in which it has been
possible to assign with statistical confidence a complete set of
parents to all offspring in a managed free-ranging population
of white rhinoceros. The two major factors contributing to the
success of this study were that we were able to obtain a
genetic profile via a tissue sample from every individual in the
population, and that we had comprehensive historic information for each rhinoceros allowing us to constrain the
number of candidate parents for any one offspring.
We initially tried faecal samples as a DNA source, but
found that extraction quality and quantity issues repeatedly
limited the chances of successful and reliable PCR amplification of the target loci. This is consistent with Nielsen
et al.’s (2008) conclusion that faecal DNA from either
white or black rhinoceros is not an adequate source of
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Table 2 Summary of results from the different parentage assignment methods used—For each of the assignment methods—Manual, Cervus and
Colony—the final parent pairs selected are shown
Calf ID

DOB

Manual

Cervus

Colony

Mother

Father

Mother

Father

Mother

Father

Anne

1998

One Horn

Derek

One Horn

Dereka

One Horn

Derek

Renee

1998

Au Kooi

Bob

Short Horn

Dereka

Short Horn

Derek

Short Horn
Short Horn

Bob
Derek

One Horn

Bob

One Horn

Boba

One Horn

Bob

Sharon

2000

a

Sonja

2000

Long Horn

Derek

Long Horn

Derek

Long Horn

Derek

Janine

2000

Au Kooi

Bob

Au Kooi

Boba

Au Kooi

Bob

Short Horn

Bob

Lisa

2000

Au Kooi

Bob

Short Horn

Dereka

Short Horn

Derek

Short Horn

Bob

Short Horn

Derek

Au Kooi

Bob

Au Kooi

Derekb

Au Kooi

Derek

Au Kooi

Derek

Ivan

2002

Diane

2003

One Horn

Derek

One Horn

Dereka

One Horn

Derek

#20

2004

Au Kooi

Derek

Au Kooi

Dereka

Au Kooi

Derek

#21

2004

Long Horn

Derek

Long Horn

Dereka

Long Horn

Derek

a

#22

2004

Anne

Derek

Anne

Derek

Au Kooi

Derek

#23

2004

Short Horn
Short Horn

Bob
Derek

Short Horn

Derekb

Short Horn

Derek

#24

2004

Renee

Bob

Renee

Boba

Renee

Bob

Renee

Derek

2005

One Horn

Derek

One Horn

Dereka

One Horn

Derek

2006

Long Horn

Derek

Long Horn

Dereka

Long Horn

Derek

2006

Au Kooi

Derek

Au Kooi

Dereka

Au Kooi

Derek

2006

Short Horn

Derek

Short Horn

Derekc

Short Horn

Derek

Renee calf4

2006

Renee

Jeff

Renee

Jeffa

Renee

Jeff

Sharon calf/Zac

2006

Sharon

Tony

Sharon

Tonya

Sharon

Tony

Renee

Jeff

John
1

Long Horn calf
Au Kooi calf2

Short Horn calf

3

a

4

#1

2006

Renee

Jeff

Renee

Jeff

#51

2006

Long Horn

Derek

Long Horn

Dereka

Long Horn

Derek

#6

2006

Janine

Tony

Janine

Tonyb

Au Kooi

Tony

#73

2006

Short Horn

Derek

Short Horn

Derekc

Short Horn

Derek

Short Horn

Jeff

2006

Lisa

Tony

Lisa

Tonyb

Au Kooi

Tony

2

#16
Max

2006
2006

Au Kooi
Sonja

Derek
Tony

Au Kooi
Sonja

Dereka
Tonya

Au Kooi
Sonja

Derek
Tony

Tom

2007

One Horn

Jeff

One Horn

Jeffa

One Horn

Jeff

#15

These assignments incorporate all the pedigree constraints: animal gender, tenureship, restricted parent candidates, parameters due to Date-ofBirth (DOB) of calves. Cervus and Colony provide only the most-likely candidate parent pairs while the manual assignments show all possible
parent pairs available given the constraints applied
Note calves #1, #5, #7 and #16 are duplicate samples collected after ear-notching for known-mother calves; the superscript number indicates the
corresponding pre-dispersal biopsy dart sample determined after parentage
Cervus assignments

a

strict confidence (95%),

b

relaxed confidence (80%),

DNA for genetic analysis (however black rhinoceros dung
did provide adequate DNA in other studies: Cunningham
et al. 1999; Garnier et al. 2001; Harley et al. 2005, Guerier
et al. ‘‘in preparation’’). In the white rhinoceros several

c

indicates most-likely parent pair assigned at \80% confidence

reasons may exist for this, including the possibility that the
DNA obtained was particularly degraded, the presence of
inhibitors, or perhaps more simply that there is insufficient
rhinoceros DNA present in the samples. Other collection
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Fig. 1 Assigned parents by maternal generation—generation chart
showing each matriline by generation (F0, F1 and F2). F0 line
represents the four founder cows. For each offspring the assigned
father is shown: founder bulls are Derek and Bob and introduced bulls
are Tony and Jeff. Offspring are indicated in italics and date of birth
Table 3 Heterozygosity for
each locus by generation

Hobs observed, Hexp expected

Locus

F1

F0

F2

HObs

HExp

HObs

HExp

HObs

HExp

7B

0.71

0.56

0.31

0.46

0.71

0.70

7C

0.67

0.59

0.53

0.50

0.60

0.56

BR6

0.63

0.68

0.50

0.45

0.57

0.65

DB1

0.25

0.23

0.50

0.39

0.29

0.26

DB44

0.25

0.23

0.50

0.39

0.29

0.26

DB49

0.43

0.63

0.50

0.41

0.57

0.44

Rh7

0.13

0.33

0.31

0.27

0.00

0.00

Rh8

0.38

0.34

0.19

0.45

0.00

0.26

Rh9

0.75

0.59

0.63

0.48

0.29

0.26

WR1

0.75

0.69

0.75

0.57

0.43

0.62

WR2

0.43

0.54

0.63

0.51

0.14

0.54

Mean

0.49

0.49

0.49

0.44

0.35

0.41

Mean (no Rh7, Rh8)

0.54

0.53

0.54

0.46

0.43

0.48

and storage methods (e.g. combining a short period of
storage of the sample in ethanol with subsequent desiccation using silica, per Nsubuga et al. 2004) might yield
higher concentrations of DNA.
DNA from the sample obtained from the trophy mount
specimen required significant effort in both logistics and
laboratory time. This included an environment free of any
rhinoceros DNA, with repeated attempts of amplification
under different conditions. This effort did however prove to
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and gender are given for each offspring. The single inbred individual
(James) is shown in bold, and arose from Derek breeding with Anne,
his daughter by One Horn. *Derek (Sire of #7 with Mother Short
Horn) was the only parent assigned by Cervus with \80% confidence

be worthwhile. For example, there were a number of
instances where it was not possible to exclude the other
founder bull from being the father, yet the trophy sample
genotype, even at only six of the 11 loci, was sufficient to
exclude that individual. This emphasizes the importance of
getting samples from all candidate parents, especially in a
species with low genetic variation.
Although in this study the loci selected were known to
have some variation in white rhinoceros (Coutts 2009),
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several of the microsatellite loci used were developed in
other rhinoceros species (see Table 1). Hence the possibility exists that they might not provide the same levels of
individual variation when used in cross-species studies.
Locus Rh8, a marker developed for Indian rhinoceros
(Zschokke et al. 2003), appears to have a null allele in
white rhinoceros (see also Coutts 2009). Locus Rh7
revealed low PIC values in white rhinoceros and was also
isolated from Indian rhinoceros. Dakin and Avise (2004)
show that null alleles can introduce substantial errors when
they lead to false exclusion of parents during parentage
assignments. We did exclude locus Rh8 during the final
parentage analysis in order to avoid the possibility of false
exclusions, but found no significant differences in
assignments.
In this analysis we used a sequential approach to integrate pedigree information with genetic data. We collected
both sets of data independently, first determined the
genotype for each individual at each locus, and then refined
the parentage assignment by restricting the number and
identity of candidate parents based on pedigree information. We performed this in an iterative manner, first using
parental presence (i.e. the only candidates were those
breeding males and females on the reserve at the time) and
then calf date of birth (mothers only produce a single
offspring). Online Resource S5 gives further details. This
approach has been used in the investigation of kinship and
parentage across a number of species (Jones and Ardren
2003) and options for restricting candidate parents exist in
parentage analysis software (e.g.: Cervus 3.0, Kalinowski
et al. 2007 and Colony 2.0, Jones and Wang 2010).
According to the criteria suggested in Jones et al. (2010)—
we have samples for all candidate parents, and our family
size is small—the exclusion (our manual assignment) and
categorical (as recommended in Cervus) methods we have
used are most appropriate for our data set. There is however an alternative approach to the issue of integrating
pedigree and genetic data, which is to simultaneously
estimate parentage and the population-level parameters in
which we are interested, termed full probability modelling.
Hadfield et al. (2006), for example, present a Bayesian
framework for this process, which they state provides a
parentage assignment that may be less biased. The primary
basis for implementing this rigorous statistical methodology is to compensate for genetic data sets that may have
high rates of genotyping errors, or pedigrees with limited
information (see for example the software suggested by
Walling et al. 2010). While our final set of genotypes does
contain a negligible error rate (as shown by the genotype
repeatability of 26 random samples), and our baseline
pedigree information is both accurate and comprehensive,
we chose to repeat our analysis using the alternative
modeling framework provided by Colony 2.0 (Jones and
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Wang 2010). The computational methods both gave very
similar results, suggesting that our assignments were not
biased by any one particular statistical methodology.
Very few parentage studies in white rhinoceros populations have been undertaken. Indeed this is true across all
rhinoceros taxa, in particular for African rhinoceros, and
success in those attempts at parentage assignment has been
limited. Coutts (2009) attempted to confirm maternity and
assign paternity in two populations of white rhinoceros.
Both populations had 10 calves with 12 candidate fathers
and the analyses revealed that very few paternities could be
assigned with statistical confidence, even after the removal
of non-informative loci. In other rhinoceros taxa, to date
only Garnier et al. (2001) have been able to unequivocally
assign parentage to all 19 offspring in a small (n = 33)
wild population of black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) in
Zimbabwe. The authors used DNA extracted from faecal
samples to derive genotypes across 10 microsatellite loci
(on average 3 alleles per locus, range 2–7) and were successful in determining 100% of genotypes (here we
determined 97.7%). In their analysis, most mothers were
first assigned based on behavioural observations and
paternity was then tested using Cervus. Up to 10 males
were candidate fathers (in comparison with our study,
where either 2 or 3 males were candidates), however they
had DNA samples from 9 of these 10. Kim (2009) assessed
populations of black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis bicornis)
in Namibia using microsatellite markers and also conducted parentage studies in two small game reserves with
limited or no pedigree information. His investigations
revealed that even though the number of candidate fathers
was small (five and two respectively in each of the
reserves/farms) not all calves could be assigned at the strict
95% confidence level.
The presence of duplicate samples in the data
set allowed us to verify of the accuracy of our assignment
results. We recommend including a subset of anonymous
samples within the data set for any similar future studies to
act as internal controls along with the more typical methods
such as multiple DNA extractions from each sample, repeat
PCRs per sample, calculation of error rates, etc. (see
reviews in Bonin et al. 2004; Selkoe and Toonen 2006;
Scott 2008).
Given the additional concern that parentage assignment
in species with low genetic diversity might be compromised, we undertook several additional analyses. We found
that our manual assignments were not biased by an
excessive number of exclusions of possible parent pairs due
to a mismatch at just one locus. We also calculated the
genetic distance between individuals in our population and
found that distances were similar across the breeding elements of the population, suggesting that assignments to
potential sires were not biased to a particular candidate
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father based on levels of individual genetic similarity.
Finally, we used the presence of known mother-calf samples within the data set to confirm that the correct mother
was selected by each of the three different assignment
techniques. We therefore are confident that the pedigree
results presented in this study are accurate and robust.
It is apparent that low levels of genetic diversity characterize southern white rhinoceros populations, and the
results from our study are consistent with other microsatellite studies in this species (Seror et al. 2002; Florescu
et al. 2003; Nielsen et al. 2008; Scott 2008; Coutts 2009).
There does appear to be greater genetic diversity in the
white rhinoceros population studied by Florescu et al.
(2003) (HObs = 0.597), however the authors selected for
polymorphic loci, and this may have elevated the measures
of diversity in their data. It is likely that the higher levels of
variability found in microsatellite studies in black rhinoceros allows for more successful parentage analysis
(Cunningham et al. 1999; Garnier et al. 2001; Harley et al.
2005). Research on other species supports this theory. For
example, Tokarska et al. (2009) found they were unable to
use microsatellites for parentage assignment in the severely
bottlenecked European Bison where all surviving members
of this species are thought to have descended from just two
individuals; this is reflected in very low heterozygosity
(HExp \ 0.3 across 17 microsatellites) and high levels of
inbreeding (Fbar [ 0.5). Conversely, Archie et al. (2007)
were able to assign parentage in a high proportion of elephant calves (152 of 183) using faecal samples typed
across 11 microsatellites—this species shows relatively
high heterozygosity (mean HObs = 0.77 across 20 populations in 16 microsatellites, Comstock et al. 2002).
To date, our study population has produced just one
inbred F2 individual from seven offspring in the F2 cohort.
While many species demonstrate deleterious effects from
inbreeding depression (Frankham et al. 2002), in both
managed and natural populations of free-ranging, longlived species these effects are very difficult to measure.
Krummenacher and Zschokke (2007) measured mortality
rates of captive white rhinoceros and found a small but not
significant increase in mortality of inbred individuals (noninbred 14.7%, inbred 18.7%). In the one analysis to date,
free-ranging white rhinoceros populations did not display
significantly reduced genetic diversity in seeded populations and also showed no evidence of inbreeding depression (Coutts 2009). In addition, given that all extant white
rhinoceros are descended from just a few individuals
(Emslie and Brooks 1999, Skinner and Chimimba 2005), it
could be argued that inbreeding does not play a significant
factor in reducing fitness in this species, since genetic
diversity is already very low. Nevertheless, unchecked
inbred matings are likely to lead to further loss of genetic
variation and some form of inbreeding depression in the
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future, and should be avoided (Edmands 2007). It is worth
noting here that a lack of evidence for inbreeding depression (e.g. juvenile survival) does not support the conclusion
that there is no inbreeding depression for other factors (e.g.
fecundity) or indeed that diverse fitness components will
not interact to reduce overall fitness in the future (Hedrick
and Kalinowski 2000; Edmands 2007).
Management implications
A complete genetic parentage analysis allows us now to
review population management decisions taken to date, as
well as make recommendations for future management
strategies that will both satisfy the micro-management
objectives for Ongava’s population and consider implications for the continued conservation of the southern white
rhinoceros.
Since the population was founded in 1993 by six animals from Hluhluwe–Imfolozi Park, management decisions have been based on the traditional bull translocation
strategies used to manage most stock herds. In theory, the
dominant territorial bull is the most successful breeder.
Among polygynous ungulates, territorial behaviour is
believed to function primarily as a reproductive strategy to
secure mates (Owen-Smith 1977). Owen-Smith hypothesized that territorial white rhinoceros bulls achieved greater
reproductive success than non-territorial bulls. Among
white rhinoceros, dominant males occupy clearly demarcated breeding territories and defend them from other
dominant males. These bulls also engage in mate-guarding
behaviour (Hutchins and Kreger 2006). Rachlow et al.
(1998) suggested that while mechanisms for female mate
choice among white rhinoceros were not clear and may be
influenced by choice for high-quality resources within
territories, it appears that territorial males spent more time
with females with high reproductive potential. This suggests that relative mating success is higher for males who
adopt a territorial strategy as opposed to younger non-territorial males.
In their joint tenure period, a total of 13 offspring were
fathered by the two founder bulls (calves born in the period
up to 2004). Based on behavioural observations and home
range data, management sold the dominant territorial bull
to minimise potential risk of inbreeding. Evidence from our
study now shows that the behaviourally sub-ordinate bull
was in fact the more successful breeding male, fathering 10
of these 13 offspring.
Following the sale of one of the founder bulls, two new
bulls were purchased in 2002 from Namibian stock. The
source population was chosen in an attempt to minimise the
chances of direct relatedness to individuals in the founder
population. The two bulls were estimated to be between 6
to 8 years of age upon arrival, and our analysis shows that
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they were successfully breeding with resident females
within 6 months, well before establishing their own home
territories. This finding is very interesting as it is generally
assumed that adult male rhinoceros first have to establish
territories before breeding successfully (Owen-Smith 1977;
White et al. 2007).
The detailed genetic and pedigree results from this study
and its continuation will allow management to plan purchases and take-offs to optimize genetic diversity, population health and ultimately promote the conservation of
the southern white rhinoceros. This includes selling matched pairs of unrelated males and females to provide
founder animals for other managed populations; selling
individuals that are not peak breeding animals, such as
bulls that do not produce their share of offspring, or
females that do not produce calves at regular intervals; and
monitoring the diversity of the offspring by generation with
a view to minimizing genetic drift and potential problems
associated with inbreeding in small isolated populations.
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